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ABSTRACT 
The consistency of M-estimators in a very general setup is proven 
under weak assumptions. A one-dimensional result using a quasiconvex-
ity assumption is obtained and applied to get a result on consistency 
of redescending M-estimators. A result valid in higher dimensions is 
obtained using a law of large numbers for semicontinuous function-
valued random variables. This is applied to minimum absolute devia-
tion regression. 
1. IN'IRODUCTION 
CONSIS1ENCY OF GENERALIZED �I-ESTIMATORS* 
Asad Zaman 
California Institute of Technology 
University of Pennsylvania 
Huber (1972. 1977) has sketched proofs of results on the 
consistency and asymptotic normality of M-estimators under fairly 
strong conditions. Pitman (1979) has given a proof of consistency of 
the maximum likelihood estimator under very weak conditions. His 
proof is easily adapted to give a very general result on the 
consistency of M-estimators. None of these results apply to 
regression. however. For the regression problem. results have been 
obtained, for various special choices of the function to be minimized, 
by Relles (1968), Bassett and Koenl:er (1978), and Amemiya (1979). In 
this paper we formulate the theory of M-estimators in a very general 
framework and obtain results on consistency and asymptotic normality 
under fairly weak assumptions. 
In order to get results for regression and to relax some 
smoothness assumptions made in earlier work. we need to consider the 
following generalization of M-estimators. Let (0, �. µ) be a 
probability space equipped with a sequence of independent random 
• I would like to thank Professor Robert L. Taylor for guiding me
through Banach space versions of the law of large numbers. 
variables X. : O -> X,i = 1,2, • • • •  Let e be a subset of aP. and 1 -
2 
p . : Xx 8 - > R (1 i j in, n = 1,2, • • •  ) a doubly indexed sequence ofnJ -
functions satisfying, for some fixed eo e e, Epnj(x,eo> = 0, for all 
' 
x s !. and all n,j. (An arbitrary sequence p . can be made to satisfy nJ 
this condition by defining p .(x,e) = p
1 
.(x,e0 ) - p
1 
.(x,e)). We shall nJ nJ nJ 
assume that p .(X.(111),e) is almost surely lower semicontinuous nJ J 
(l. s. c. )  in e; .i·.!!.·• for all n and j, and almost all w, 
lim inf P . ex. c .. > .e> 
e-)0 eeN (o) nJ J e 
Pnj cxj (111) .o>. 
where N e(o) = Ce e G : le - ol < el. 
This paper is concerned with the convergence of en• a sequence 
of minima of Sn(111,e), to e0• In the next section we give a 
consistency result for one dimensional G using a quasiconvexity 
assumption. This does not appear to generalize to higher dimensions. 
For the general case, a result which can be called a law of larger 
numbers on the space of semicontinuous functions is necessary. This 
is formulated and proven in section 3. We apply this result to obtain 
a very general result on the consistency of Iii-estimators in section 4. 
In the final section an application of this result to minimum absolute 
deviation regression is presented. 
2. CONSIS'IENCY IN �E DIMENSION WITH QUASICONVEXITY 
Assume 8 contains an interval [e0 - e0,e + e0] around e0• In 
addition to lower semicontinuity, assume p .(X.(111),8) is almost surely 
� J 
quasiconvex. The appropriate definition for our purposes is that of 
3 
Mangasarian (1969). 
Definition 1· For G a subset of some vector space V, define f:G -> R 
to be guasiconvex if, given el,e2 8 e and a e (0,1) such that 
ae2 + (1 - a)e2 8 e, f(ae2 + (1 - a)e2> i max (f(e2),f(e2>>. 
Iheorem 1. In addition to the hypotheses above, assume 
1;Je "/= e0 lim Sn(111,e) > 0 n-)m 
a. e. (111). 
Then, for almost all 111 e 0, there exists an N(111) such that if 
n 2. N(111), there exists a e (111) satisfying n 
Sn (111,en (111)) inf s <111.e>. eee n 
( 1) 
(2) 
Furthermore, any sequence e (111) satisfying (2) converges almost surelyn 
to e0• 
Proof. It is interesting to note that measurability of en(111) is not 
required. Fix e < s0• We will show that the global minimum of 
Sn(111,8) exists and lies almost surely in the interior of Ce0 - e, 
e + e) for sufficiently large N. Choose 1110 e 0 such that (1) holds 
and Sn(111,8) is l. s. c. and quasiconvex for all n. There exists a o > 0 
such that o <min Clim SnC1110,e0 - e), .!.i!! SnC1110,e0 + e)) by (1). 
Since SnC1110,e0) = 0 < o, for sufficiently large n the global maximum 
of Sn(1110,e) must lie within ce0 - e,e0 + e) by quasiconvexity of
SnC1110,. ). The existence of a minimum is guaranteed by the lower 
semicontinuity. This completes the proof. We note that the 
4 
hypothesis on 8 can be weakened to the following: there exists a 
compact neighborhood K of e0• K � 8, such that 
K n {e s 8 : e < e0J lo (J and Kn {9 s 8 : e > e0J lo (J. 
Theorem 1 can be applied to obtain a useful result on the 
consistency of redescending M-estimators in tho location parameter 
case. For discussion of the significance of this notion; the reader 
is referred to Andrews et al. (1972). 
Assume ! = 8 = R. Let �:R -> R be a locally integrable 
function such that � (0) = o. �(x) 2. 0 if x > 0, and �(x) i 0 if x < O. 
Define 
p(t) Jt �(x)dx. 0 
It is easily checked that p must be quasiconvex. For the case where 
xi are identically distributed. this leads to the following. 
Corollary .!.2 Theorem l· Suppose for all 9 lo 9 0 , 
Ep(Xl - 9) - p(X1 - 00) > O. Then any sequence of minima en of the 
partial sums 
Tn(w. e) 
converges almost surely to e0• 
n l 
i=l 
p(X. - 9) 
1 
Proof. The hypothesis implies (2.1) of Theorem 1 by the strong law of 
large numbers for identically distributed random variables. This. 
together with the quasiconvexity of p. implies the result. 
We can get convergence in probability under weaker 
assumptions. Assume ! is a complete separable metric space. 
Theorem z_. In Theorem 1, replace (1) by 
�e lo 00 lim P (Sn(w. 9) > O) n-)m 
1. 
s 
(3) 
Then there exists a measurable sequence of functions 9 n(w) such that 
lim P(Sn(w.en (w)) = inf Sn<•. 9)) n-)m eee 
1. 
Furthermore, all sequences en(w) satisfying (4) converge in 
probability to 90. 
Proof. The existence of a measurable selection is a consequence of 
Corollary 1 of Brown and Purves (1973). The rost of the proof is 
similar to the previous one and hence omitted. 
(4) 
That this result does not generalize to higher dimensions in a 
straightforward manner is indicated by the following example. 
Counterexample l· For p 2. 2. there exist strictly convex functions 
f : RP -> R. such that f (0) = o. 1l!!l f (x) > O if x lo o. and n n n-)m n 
I l0nl l  1 for all n, where e is the global minimum of f n L 
Proof. Take p 
u n (1 - n
-1 
Define 
2 for simplicity. Let 
(2n-l - 4n-2)-l/2), V = (-(2n-l - 4n-2)-ll2. 1 - n-1). n 
f (8) 2 [ce'u - l)l + n(81V )2]n - 1. n · n n 
It is easily checked that fn(O) : 0, 8 • Un is the unique global 
minimum of f , and for all e � 0, .1Ja f (e) > O. n n-)m n 
3 .  A LAW OF LARGE NUMBEltS FOR SEJllCONTINUOUS RANDOM VARIABLES. 
6 
Functions Zn : D x 0 -> R can be regarded as random functions 
in an obvious way. Assuming them to be almost surely lower 
semicontinuons, we will develop conditions under which the following 
analogue of the law of large numbers in Banach spaces holds 
Ii• 
n-)m 
n 
inf 1 "\ 
e n L J=l 
cz.c111,e> - EZ .C111,e» 2. o. 
J J 
( S) 
A result of this kind is the key to proving consistency, as is shown 
in Section 4. 
>�l results obtained here are natural analogues of known 
results for continuous functions, and most are proven in a similar 
way. When combined with the complementary result about upper 
semicontinuous functions, these can be used to prove the analogues. 
Ye start with a characterization of ''compact'' sets of lower 
semicontinuous functions. 
Definition l· A collection of functions f :0 -> R for a e A, an a 
arbitrary indez set, will be called (lower) semicompact .2!! I if 
(i) for all e a K, inf fa(e) > -m, and, aeA 
7 
(ii) for all a > 0, there ezist1 a 6 inch that for all a a A and 
for all e e ( inf f <•> 2. f (9) - •• 
••No<e> 
a a (6) 
Ye note that a collection of functions which is upper and lower 
semic011pact will be a c011pact collection of continnons functions in 
the uniform typology. The following le ... a gives the useful properties 
of semicompact sets. 
Le-a!. Let f n 0 -> R be a lower semicompact sequence of 
functions, and let 
f(e) • JJa fnCe>. n-)m 
Then f is l.s.c. , (fn) U {f) is semicompact, and for any I compact 
� inf fn(e) 2. inf f(e). n->m eeK 9eK 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the analogons proposition 
for equicontinuous functions, and hence omitted. 
For the sequel it is useful to allow +- to be an expected 
value. To this end, define EZ a El+ - EZ- whenever EZ- < •. Here 
z+ = maz (Z,0) and z- = z+ - Z, as usual. Ye now define the analogue 
of a tight family of random variables. 
Definition 1,. A collection of l.s.c. random functions Z a 
will be called (lower) semitight .2!! I if 
(i) inf Za(w,9) > -m almost surely on K, and a 
D x 0 -> R 
8 
{ii) for all a > 0, 
lim µ{Cd 6-)0 
Va V' s I inf Za{w,6) 1 Z0{w,6) - E} 9aN6{,) 
1. (7) 
The following le11111a gives a sufficient condition for 
semicompactness which may be useful in application. We omit the easy 
proof. 
Le .. a l· {Za{w,9)} is lower semitight if for almost all 111 e 0, the 
collection (Za{•,9) a 1 A} is semicompact {with • fixed). 
Next, we give two lemmas on expected values of l. s.c. random 
variables. 
L!mma 1· If Z : 0 x 0 -> R is a l.s.c. random variable such that for 
some subset I of 0, E inf Z(w,9) > -, then EZ{ .. ,9) h I. s.c. on I. 
9eI 
Proof. This follows from the Dominated Convergence Theorem. 
fZ{w,6) 2 lim inf fZ(w,e) 
e-)0 9eNe{6) 
2 lim 
g-)0 
E inf 
9eN8{') 
Z(w,9) 
-= E lim inf Z(111,e) 
e->O 9eN8CM 
"' fZ(w, ') 
Lemma!· Assume the collection of l. s.c. random variables 
(Za("',e) : a e A} is lower semitight on I for some subset I of 0. 
Assume there exists an JI < e, a r > 1, and function ha{w) such that 
h (w) < inf Z (111,8), a - 9eK a 
and, for all a e A 
Elh (111) Ir i M. a 
Then {EZ0{111,8) : a a A} is a lower semicompact set of functions on I. 
Proof. The collection must be pointwise bounded below, since 
and 
inf EZ0{w,9) 1 inf Eha{•) a a 
1 inf q-1 
a 
1 -1 - JI. 
lha{111) I
r] 
Fix e > 0 and let 6{= 6(1)) and I8 '.:. 0 be such µ{I8) 11 - s, 
9 
I = (111 1t 0 
It VaV6 inf Za{111,8) 1 Za(w,6) - 1) 9eN6(6) (8) 
Then we have, for all a 
inf fZa( .. ,9) 2 E inf ZaC.1,8) 9eN6 U) 9eN6 U> 
2 E(Z (w,6) - s)Ir (111) + h (w)I (111) a a1 a Kc 8 
2 fZ (111,6) - 1(1 - 1) - 2Eha(•)I <•> a Ic g 
1 1� 
L fZa(111,6) - s(l - e) - 2(E(ha{111))r]rCs) r 
-1 
= EZa{w,6) - 11(1 - e
) - 2M{r-l)e{l-r ) 
This implies the result. 
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of 
this section. 
10 
Theorem ,l. Let Z . : D x 8 -> R(l i j in, n = 1 ,2 • • • •  ) be a doubly nJ ' 
indexed sequence of random l.s.c. functions. Let 
T c ... e> n 
n ; l 
j=l 
z .c ... e>.DJ 
and ass1111e for some compact subset H of 8 
(I) 
(II) 
(Tn(•.9)} is a lower semitight set on H 
31 < •,r > 1 and hn(•) such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
h (•) i inf T c ... e) n eaH n 
Elhn(•>l
r i JI 
Then the following inequality holds almost surely. 
(II I) liJI inf Tn(..,,8) l inf .lJ!! ETn(..,,e). n->• 8aH eaH n-)m 
Proof. First we show that (Ill) holds pointwise. Fix e e K and let 
h(9) = !J!! ETn<•.e>; h(9) > _.,by Lemma 4. Define n-)m 
zPjc •• e) = min (P,Z .(..,,9)) n nJ 
By the corollary to Theorem S.4.1. Chung (1974). zP.(..,,9) satisfies DJ 
the law of large numbers so that. for all P 
� Tn<•.e> l li!! 1!< ... e> = .!Jm ET!c ... e> n->• n-)m n-)m 
Fix e. We claim that 
(9) 
11 
sup 11!! 
p n-)CD 
ETP(..,,9) = liR n sup E-rJ'(..,,9) n p 
hCe>. (10) 
n->• 
There are two cases to consider. Let 
m = sup JJ!!. ETP(..,,9) 
p n-)• n 
be less than +m. Clearly m l h(9) > -m. For a > o. we can find p• 
and N such that n l N => m - 1 i ETp•c •• e) i sup E-rl'c •• e>. n n 
This implies 
• i .lD. 
n->• 
sup E-ri'<•.e> • n p 
p 
as desired. The case m � CD ii similar. Applying this to (8) yields 
the theorem. 
When combined with the similar theorem about upper 
semicontinuous functions. this yields a strong law of large numbers 
for random variables taking values in the space of continuous 
functions. We do not write this out in detail as the resulting law is 
a special case of a known result due to Tay lor and Wei (1979) on 
random elements in Banach spaces. See also Corollary S.2.9 of Taylor 
(1978) . 
If the Z . are identically distributed, then we can getDJ 
stronger results. The moment condition (ii) is only required for r 
= 1, instead of r > 1. The proof is similar to that of the result 
above, and hence omitted. We note that (I) is automatic in this case. 
and (I ll) simplifies considerably to 
Ve ,. e0 EZnj <•.e) > 0 (11) 
4. A GF.NERAL RESULT ON OONSIS'IEN CY AND AN APPLICATION 
We revert to the framework of sections 1 and 2. The results 
of the previous section enable us to prove the following theorem on 
consistency of �estimators. 
Theore• !_. Let B S. 8 be a compact neighborhood of 80 such that 
-1 -1 '\ (1) {n Sn(•,8)) • n l Pnj(Xj,8) is lower semitight on B. 
(2) 
(3) 
3H > •, r > 1, hn(•) such that 
(a) 
(b) 
inf ls <•,8) 2 hn<•> eeB n n 
Elh (•)Ir i II n 
V e � 80 li!!! �s C.1,8) > o n-)CD D n 
12 
Then almost surely for n large enough, there exist en(•) a H such 
that 
Sn(•,en<•>> = inf sn<•.8>8eB 
and en(•) converges almost surely to e0• 
(4) 
If, in addition 
1J.!! E inf 1 S <•,8) > o 
n->• 9�B n n 
Then en is almost surely a global minim11111 of Sn for n large 
enough. 
Finally, in the case that lj are identically distributed, and 
p .(x,e) = p(x,9) for all n,3·, hypotheses (1) and (2) can be dropped; BJ -
13 
(3) is equivalent to requiring Ep(X1 ,8) > O if 8 � 8o.
�. We note that the independent and identically distributed case
has already been treated by Pitman (1979, Chapter 8). Although his 
result is stated only in the context of •axi•'lllll likelihood estimation, 
there is no difficulty in generalizing it to the present context. Fix 
e > o and let K = B\Ne(80). Let 
-1 h(8) • l.!B En Sn(•,8). n->• 
h(8) is l. s . c. by Lemma 4, and, since it is pointYise positive on K 
and K is compact, 
inf h(e) > o. 
8eK 
Applying Theorem 4 of the previous section, ye have almost surely 
..U. inf !sn(w,8) 2 inf h(e) > o n->• 8eK 9eK 
Since Sn(•,90) � 0, it follows that almost surely for large enough n, 
en(•) e Ne(80). Since this holds for arbitrary a > 0, Ye have proven 
e (w) converges almost surely to 80 n • 
It is worth noting a special case of Theore• 4 which has a 
very easy proof and is adequate in many applications. Ass1111e that 
pnj(x,9) � p(x,e) (for all n,j) and p(x,9) is continuous in e for 
each x. Assume also that {Xi} are identically distributed. 
Special � of Iheorem !· Let B be a compact neighborhood of 80 such 
that 
� sup
e
lp<X1.e> I < •. 
and Ep(l.8) has a unique maximum at e0 on the set H. Then any 
sequence e of maxima in H of the sums 
D 
D 
n-l l p(lj .8) 
jsl 
converges almost surely to e0• 
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Proof. This is a consequence of Mourier's (1953) Law of Large Numbers 
in Banach spaces. (See al10 Taylor (1978) for a statement and proof.) 
The functions p(X . • •  ) can be regarded as independent and identically J 
distributed elements in the 1eparable Banach space C(H) of continuous 
function• on R under the usual norm. The condition 
E sup lp<X1.e>I � Ellp<X1.8>ll < .
e 
implies that the averages � l p(Xj.8) converge to Ep(X1.e) in norm 
(that is. uniformly) on H. The result now follows from the following 
fact about (deterministic) 1equences of functions. Let f be a n 
sequence of continuous functions converging uniformly to a function f 
OD a compact set R. If 80 ii a unique maximum of f OD n. then any 
sequence en of maxima on H of fn converges to e0• The proof is 
straightforward and hence omitted. 
This gives us a result on local consistency. Global 
consistency requires an additional hypothesis. 
Corollary 1. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4. assume 
(S) 
1i!! inf ls (w.8) > o.
n-)• 8�ll D D 
Then en(w) 8 ll is almost surely a global minimum of Sn(•.8). for n 
large enough. 
15 
The proof is obvious. and hence omitted. Occasionally ( S) may 
be difficult to verify. From the proof of Theorem 4. it can be seen 
that Sn(w.8) has a local minimum in the open neighborhood N8(e0). 
almost surely. for large n and small e. Thus if Sn(•.8) ha1 the 
property that any local minim1111 i1 also a global minimum. then 
Theorem 4 implies the con1istency of the global minim1111 of Sn<•.8). 
This observation leads to the following corollary. 
Corollary 1· Assume for almo1t all •· there exist1 N(•) 
such that for all D l N(•) and e satisfying 
D 
8 also satisfies 
D 
Sn<•.en> = inf Sn<•.8). eaN8Ce0> 
s ( ... 9) = inf sn <•.8).D D 8s8 
A 
Then. under the condition• of Theorem 4. en i1 almo1t surely a global 
minimum of Sn(w.8) for n large enough. 
We remark that the class of functions for which every local 
minimum is also a global minimum is much larger than the cla11 of 
16 
convex fanctions. 
S. MINDIUal ABSOLUTE DEVIATION REGRESSION 
Assume (1.) is a sequence of independent random variables, and J 
lj • c;e0 + sj. where e0 1 RP, and {cj) is a sequence of constant
vectors in RP. Define (Q ) to be a sequence of minima of the sumsn 
n L lxJ - o�el . 
j•l 
Relles (1968) has sketched a proof of strong consistency of en for e0 
assuming 
(1) 1j are identically distributed (in addition to independent); 
(2) lj have distributions symmetric aroand 0; 
(3) llcjll .{ K <• for all j; and 
(4) the smallest eigenvalue of 
n � 2 cjcj 
j=-1 
is bounded away frOll O. 
In obtaining the asymptotic distribution of en' Basset and 
Ioenker (1978) prove, inter alia, the weak consistency of en for e0• 
They also assume (1) above. They weaken symmetry to the assumption 
that ej have median 0. Instead of (3) and (4) they assume 
lim l '\ • 
n->• n L 
cjcj 
17 
exists and is positive definite. 
We shall use Theorem 4 to obtain almost sure consistency ander 
conditions weaker than any of the above. 
To put the problem in our framework, define 
PnJ<xJ,e> � pj(XJ.e> • lxJ � c;el - lxJ - c;e01 
• lsJ - c�(e - e0 >1 - lsjl 
It is clear that the minima of 
n 
Sn< •• e> - 2 PJ(XJ.e> 
j=l 
coincide with minima of the original sums. Also, we can take e0 • o. 
without loss of generality. To be able to obtain (4.2) , we need to 
assume for some r > 1 
(5) 
s:p (� � llcjl �r ( •. \l j=l ') 
Since we have 
n 
inf 1 '\ 
I lel 1.ik n L j=l 
n 
lsj - c;el - l ejl 2.-� 2 llcJll llell. 
j=l 
(5) implies that (4.2) holds. 
The following assumptions are sufficient to get (4.3). (These 
are stronger than necessary.) 
(6) 
n 
'Ve � o. li!! � 2 lc;el > O; n->• j=l 
(7) 
( 8) 
V e > 0 .lJ!! min (P(Xj e (0, a)), P(Xj • (-a,0))) > 0 n->• 
n 
lia ; l llcjll(P(Xj > 0) - P(Xj < 0)) = 0 .n- >• . J=l 
We note that (6) above is implied by (4) . If {Xj) have 
identical distributions and a unique aedian at 0 ,  (7) must hold. 
18 
It 
will, of course, hold under weaker conditions. Finally a sufficient, 
but not necessary condition for (8) is that 0 be a unique median of 
all but a finite number of ej. To show that (6) - (8) imply (4.3) 
holds for this problem, we compute 
n 
li!! E � Sn(•,8) • � � l J -(cj18) sgn (x)dFj(x) n-)• n-)• j=l 
n 
+ � l J
j=l lxl.,S.lc�81 
n 
<lc :8 - 2xl + c :8 sgn (x))dF.(x) J J J 
l "\ , , L li!! n l lcj 8IP<X.e(O,cj8)).n->• J j=l 
The first 111111 has limit 0 by (8). The inequality follows by 
considering the cases c�8 > O and c�e < O separately. Froa this 
inequality combined with (6) and (7), (4.3) can be shown to follow. 
It remains to verify the tightness condition. First we note 
-1 that on any compact set H, the functions n Sn(•,8) are almost surely 
uniformly bo unded since 
-1 O i sup n S <�.e>
8.:H n 
n 
-1 "\ , in l sup leJ - cJ< e  - e0 >1 - <•J> 
j=l 8eH 
n 
i n-1 l 
j=l 
llcjll sup li e - e011 8sH 
-1 Furthermore, the functions n Sn(•,8) are uniformly Lipschitz since 
n 
sup li e - yll-ln-1(Sn(•,8) - Sn(•,y)) i n-
l l llcjll 8,yeH 
j=l 
This implies that the functions n-1s (•,8) are almost surelyn 
equicontinuous. This guarantees local consistency of the in• 
Since Sn(•,8) are also convex, Corollary 2 to Theorem 4 
implies the almost sure global consistency of en for 80• 
19 
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